CAN THE HYPERVERSE
MAKE OUR FUTURE HAPPIER?
Keno Oneo in Conversation with Jochen Franck

Keno:

We concluded our last conversation with a very important question. Is the
Metaverse a kind of backward escape into the old dimensions of religion and
metaphysics, while AGI, cyborgs and post-humanism organize the actually
decisive breakthroughs to the 2nd Axial-Age?
To put it in a slightly different way: is the Idealistic-Humanism (= applied
Noeteric) of the Hyperverse a strange or cowardly form of "shirking-religion",
which is celebrated in the current and modern reality of digitality, but which ...
well camouflaged ... activates and popularizes a massive No to progress?
From this perspective, a successful Hyperverse with millions or billions of users
would be a reprehensible kind of transformation to stupidity.

Franck:

Yes. From this point of view, the Hyperverse could be accused of posing as an
opponent of AGI, Cyborg, and Post-Humanism. What is your opinion? Is that
true?

Keno:

Let's first look at some of Metaverse's central postulates and concepts, and
then compare them to AGI's concepts:

1.- We need a new kind of Future-Intelligence that enables us to have an
Inclusive-Fitness. That is, a mental fitness that can permanently
connect our Consciousness to the Source of Becoming-Better. We
know or suspect that this Source as "Unmarked-Space" is not present
in our world of cognition ("Marked-Space").

2.- The problem we have is that our intelligence and our cognition
strategies inevitably create those borders that separate the "MarkedSpace " from the "Unmarked-Space ". That means: We want to
spiritually cooperate with the Unmarked-Space, because we suspect
that something like the Now-of-Creation could exist and be active there.

3.- But at the moment we only have the stratified Marked-Space (=1st
Reality-Generator. This Marked-Space obeys our Mind (e.g. because of
the use of thinking). But this Marked-Space cannot be commissioned by
us to dissolve the border that separates our Marked-Space from the
Unmarked-Space:
The 1st Reality-Generator
cannot recognize those borders,
which it permanently produces.

4.- Religion (faith) has not been able to dissolve this Border. Science
(Logic) also cannot dissolve this Border.
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5.- So we will be forced to instrumentalize the Border spiritually. This
Instrumentalization has the task to make the Third out of the Border.
The Third is that which exists in order not to exist. That's the paradox
problem. This Paradox unites in itself the pure Potentiality and Sum of
all Possibilities.
This Paradox of the Third closes itself to the logic of thinking and the
strategies of cognition of the 1st Reality-Generator ... thus of the
Marked-Space. It looks as if the human Spirit is incapable to resolve the
Paradox-Problem.

6.- In the Third ... so is the Hypothesis of Noeteric ... that EmergentConsciousness is born, which we humans need for our spiritual
Evolution. So the key could be hidden in the Paradox of the Third,
which resolves the Paradox ... Shared-Nagual.

7.- So far, geniuses, pioneers and great thinkers have used this third to
advance us culturally-spiritually as humanity. This is the reality of our
evolution.
In the future, we will probably need a direct, more intensive and
continuous Cooperation with the Third. That means: We will have to
invent something that can make us and our Marked-Space a
Cooperation Partner for the Third: We will have to invent Co-Evolution.

8.- AGI, Cyborg and Post-Humanism can be understood as intelligent and
ambitious strategies that we develop as humanity to be able to develop
intelligence on a high level beyond the Third.

9.- AGI, Cyborg and Post-Humanism bet on the ambition that algorithmic
programs that can combine logical learning and illogical
experimentation will be able to discover the hidden key to EmergentConsciousness and make it usable.

10.-Ultimately, AGI, Cyborg and Post-Humanism seek to instrumentalize
the specific human intelligence that we have built upon, among other
things,




Neo-Positivism,
Teleonomy,
Predictability,

in the AGI-Machines in such a way that the AGI-Machines can develop
that Consciousness which is superior to that Intelligence which we can
generate in our 1st Reality-Generator.

11.-There is nothing wrong with this objective. Especially not, if one

assumes that the combination " Man plus 1st Reality-Generator" will not
be able ... so to say on the classical way ... to produce that EmergentConsciousness, which cooperatively connects us with the Source of
Becoming-Better (= the Third).
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In other words: if our present intelligence fails, we will have to invent
systems with this intelligence that can do what we cannot. Nothing else
is AGI.

12.-That' s as far as AGI, Cyborg, and Post-Humanism go.
Let us now look at the Hyperverse. Here one does not rely on the
production of an algorithmic intelligence that organizes learning and
experimental (illogical) behavior in such a way that processes of selfgeneration develop (as if by themselves), thereby inventing and
instrumentalizing spiritual levels that are placed beyond human
consciousness.
Hyperverse does not want to generate an emergent, i.e. abstract
Cyborg-Consciousness, but a Consciousness for direct Engagement in
Creation.

13.-So a Creation-relevant Consciousness, which arises from the fact that
the Now-Mind of the human being behaves cooperatively in the Now-ofCreation (Nagual) in such a way that successively a Common-Nagual
arises:
Shared-Nagual.

14.-The purpose of the Hyperverse is thus to make the Spirit (Mind) of the
human being more and more the spiritual Co-Creator, i.e. to make the
Mind the Co-Producer of the "eternal Source of Becoming-Better": The
Third is jointly transformed into this Source of Better ... to the SharedNagual.

15.-The more powerful this Nagual-Source of the Better becomes, the more
formative it becomes for the Collective-Consciousness of Humanity.
There are two parallel streams:
The individual Nagual-Mind becomes a Co-Creator of the Source of
Better in the reality of digital Bottom-up Rhizomes.
Through the collaborative Creativity Processes performed by humans in
the digital Bottom-up Rhizomes (on a daily basis), the Brain Programs
of Humans are expanded and permanently qualified.

 The individual Nagual-Mind becomes a CoCreator of the Source of Better in the reality of
digital Bottom-up Rhizomes.

 Through the collaborative Creativity
Processes performed by humans in the digital
Bottom-up Rhizomes (on a daily basis), the
Brain Programs of Humans are expanded and
permanently qualified.
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16.-As a formula: Through Hyperverse Humanity gets a system (called
"Creation-Generator") at its service, which permanently produces that
Emergent-Consciousness as Shared-Nagual, which permanently
supports and optimizingly accompanies the Mind and the Brain in their
positive Evolution.

17.-In this way the concept of Hyperverse differs drastically from the
concept of AGI, Cyborg and Post-Humanism: In Hyperverse the human
Consciousness evolves more and more into the Self-Dynamics of the
Now-of-Creation. This is the strategy of Inclusive-Fitness:
Humanity transforms into
the living Now-of-Creation.
With AGI, Cyborg and Post-Humanism, Human-Consciousness is
increasingly marginalizing itself from its own Evolution of
Consciousness, by following the emergent Evolution of Consciousness
of the AGI-Machines. This is the strategy of Exclusive-Fitness:
Humanity delegates
the Evolution of its Consciousness
to a non-human System.
Franck:

Exclusive-Fitness. This means that those Emergent-Consciousnesses that are
superior to human consciousness can be used by man ... but they no longer
belong to man. Is it meant in this way?

Keno:

The exclusive right of ownership and the exclusive right of production is with
the AGI-Machines. For the human being it is therefore "ex" in the sense of
external or separated.

Franck:

With the last points of your explanation, you hint that you quite trust the AGIMachines to produce Emergent-Consciousness.
However, I had previously understood you to believe that this is precisely what
is impossible. Please clarify.

Keno:

I assume that sometime the AGI-Machines will produce EmergentConsciousnesses. But these consciousnesses will not be able for us ... i.e. in
our Space of Spirit ... to be real consciousnesses that we can use as useful
betterment consciousnesses. I therefore assume that the AGI-Machines would
not pass what I have called the
Noeteric-Test.

Franck:

Now this is somewhat confusing. What does it mean?

Keno:

The Noeteric-Test says that a digitally produced Emergent-Consciousness is
not an Emergent-Consciousness for us Humans until it becomes present, or
usable, in Human-Consciousness as an evolutive-helpful Consciousness.

Franck:

And you have doubts about this?
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Keno:

Yes. In the now beginning 2nd Axial-Age there will be a powerful impulse of
Creation. The more creational Humanity becomes, the more it separates itself
from the biological Survival-Program and Fear-of-Contingency linked to it.

Franck:

Is that what we discussed in our last conversation as the spiritual-cultural
Background?

Keno:

Yes. The religious Dogmas are eroding. And so is the old Myth-Set. As a
sketch of that:
1st Axial-Age

2nd Axial-Age
Co-Evolution

Beyond

The
old
MythSet

Absolute

Absolute

Truth

Truth

Power
of the Holy
(Joas)

Truth

Power
of
BetterKnowledge

Franck:

Truth remains. But it gets a new ...

Keno:

… integrated …

Franck:

... function in a Dimension, which one calls "Invention".

Keno:

Yes. We can specify it as follows:

The Truth
of useful
Inventions
The Epoch
of
Co-Evolution

 The Instantaneousness of Creation is Invention.
 The Instantaneousness of Creation is established by
Co-Evolution.

 Co-Evolution is based on the Interfusion of
 Human-Nagual
 Free-Nagual
Co-Evolution transforms what we call "our reality" into a
vast sea of
very different
inventions with
very different utilities

This is
the Meaning
of Creation
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Franck:

Jesus. No more real truths. No binding realities. No stable certainties. Just a
giant summative of made-up utilities. Does that really make sense?

Keno:

Yes, it is the gift of Freedom that Creation gives us ... and at the same time it is
an Act of Love. This is roughly what Michel Serres describes as the HappyDestiny ...
a positive Destiny
created by ourselves.
To put it a little differently:
We create the Reality of
our great creative Freedom.

Franck:

Let's assume that we evolve ... let's say in the next hundred to two hundred
years ... in this direction ... we as humanity. What impact will that have on AGI
concepts and on the Hyperverse?

Keno:

If we're smart, we'll invest our spirit in both alternatives. So: a big fat "yes" to
AGI. But a resounding "no" to a Society of Cyborgs and a Monarchy of NonHumans.
And at the same time ... thus running parallel ... an equally bold "yes" to the
Hyperverse. So
AGI and Metaverse
in parallel and simultaneously.
And then we will successively recognize what is better for us and where, and in
which sectors and fields these two developments should interact and
cooperate.
But there's one thing I'm already very sure of today:
When we get the vast sea
of different useful inventions ...
when that will become
our worldly reality ...,
we will need a very smart
and programmatic normal AI
that will help us Humans
to be able to discover
and use what is evolutively
right for us at the right time.
If we become a Society of Creation ... equipped with many Bottom-up
Rhizomes ..., then we will need the so-called "small" AI. That is, AI that serves
us humans by helping us to always be able to manage our daily lives despite
the growing complexity:
The normal AI
becomes a Life-Aid.
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Franck:

In this context, do you still doubt that we will get Cyborgs and Post-Humanism
... that is, systems that can generate a Consciousness that is superior to our
Consciousness?

Keno:

Yes. I stick to my prediction: the AGI machines and the Cyborgs will not be
able to pass the Noeteric-Test. The Emergent-Consciousnesses they
(possibly) produce can neither be coded by us humans nor by the AGIMachines and Cyborgs in such a way that they help us Humans to qualify the
Co-Evolution ... i.e. the Becoming ever more Creative of Humanity ...:
We Humans are transforming
more and more into
the Miracle of Creation.
This Miracle can only be formed
conjointly by us Humans and Creation ...
as one common "WE".
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